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REPORT TITLE: OVERVIEW OF ONTARIO EARLY YEARS POLICY FRAMEWORK
FROM:

Janet Menard, Commissioner of Human Services

OBJECTIVE

To provide an overview of the Ontario Early Years Policy Framework, including the transfer of
some early learning programs from the Ministry of Children and Youth Services (MCYS) to the
Ministry of Education (MEDU).

ears Policy Framework was made available on January 23, 2013 and
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coordinated and cohesive system of early years and family supports.
The Policy Framework responds to input received through discussions on child care
modernization and the Best Start Child and Families Centre concept.
The document contains references to the importance of partnerships with municipalities,
First Nations, school boards and community partners.
The timing of this document allows it to inform the development of a new ELCC System
Plan in Peel - a process that is currently underway.

DISCUSSION

I. Overview
On January 23, 2013, the Province of Ontario released the Ontario Early Years Policy
Framework as part of its ongoing efforts to modernize a system of early learning child
development supports and child care for children 0-6 years and their families. The
document:
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articulates a vision for the early years,
reviews the importance of the early years in improving socio-economic and health
outcomes,
outlines how the framework further builds on current progress to transform the ELCC
system, and
identifies guiding principles and priority areas for action.
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The paper also announces a number of programs and supports that will be transferred from
the Ministry of Children and Youth Services (MCYS) to the Ministry of Education (MEDU) to
move this policy framework forward within the context of modernizing early supports and
child care for children and families.
a). Vision and Guiding Principles

Ontario's vision for the Early Years is: "Ontario's children and families are well
supported by a system of responsive, high-quality, accessible, and increasingly
integrated early years programs and services that contribute to healthy child
development today and a stronger future tomorrow."
The vision is supported by the following guiding principles:

0

child and family centred programs and services (easy access, smooth
transition),
high quality programs and services (play based, inclusive programs, educators
who are reflective & continuous learners),
strong partnerships (building on strengths of municipal service managers, school
boards, and community partners), and
public accountability (shared accountability that promotes evidence based data
collection and measuring progress).

This vision and accompanying principles align well with our local community vision "in
Peel, all children will thrive" and Council approved direction of Peel's.ELCC Task Force
to strengthen Peel's ELCC service system through partnerships that provide easy
access to quality and inclusive programs (e.g. Raising the Bar, Learning in our
Neighbourhoods, Special Needs Support Services).

b) Priority Areas for Action
The province is committed to moving forward with the modernization of ELCC through
continued action on the following four priorities:
continue implementation of full day learning:
phase in completed by 2014, and
0
programs use play based learning.
e

create an effective approach to implementing Best Start Child and Family
Centres (by September 2014 within existing investments):
transfer family support programs (e.g. Ontario Early Years Centres,
ChildIFamily Resource Centres) and supports (e.g. integrating planning, data
analysis) to the Ministry of Education by January 2014,
e
work with partners to create Best Start Child Family Centres to create
universally accessible early years programs & resources, and
e
set one mandate and identity to integrate family support programs such as
Ontario Early Years Centres and ChildIFamily Resource Centres.
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o

improve delivery of speech and language services (funded by MCYS, MEDU,
and Ministry of Health & Long Term Care):
reduce duplication in assessments, and
B
reduce fragmentation of services across programs.

B

stabilize and transform the child care system:
retrofit supports to serve younger age groups,
new population based funding formula,
new funding framework that provides greater local flexibility,
8
develop framework to guide programming,
review the Day Nurseries Act to enhance safety and quality,
0
improve supports to children with "a range of abilities",
build capacity and leadership of child care professionals, and
o
develop resources to assess high quality child care.
Q
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These priorities also align well with our current work planning for the implementation of
the Council approved ELCC Task Force Recommendations and the new Provincial
Funding Framework. The Policy Framework will also help inform the longer term
development of the ELCC System Plan and related system funding.
c)' Impact on Transfer Payments

Programs and supports that are being transferred from the MCYS to the MEDU will be
funded through the latter effective January 1, 2014. There are two streams of funding
that are currently flowed to the Region of Peel from MCYS that will be funded by MEDU
once the change is official:
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Early Years Data Analyst Coordinators in Health
Best Start Integrated Community Planning Funding (flowed to Peel Children and
youth Initiative to support integrated planning for children)

At present, Ontario Early Years Centres, ChildIFamily Resource Centres and Better
Beginnings, Better Futures programs are funded directly by MCYS. This direct
provincial funding will continue once they transfer to MEDU.
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CONCLUSION
The Ontario Early Years Policy Framework draws together a variety of elements of
modernization within the Early Learning and Child Care portfolio. This consolidation of
elements, combined with the introduction of a revised funding formula and funding policy,
provides a solid foundation for the ELCC Task Force supported planning process that is
underway within the Region of Peel.
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